
 

 
Caregiver Corner: Grade 3–5 

 
 
Dear Caregiver, 
  
Welcome to the first week of summer! It may not be officially summer, but for most of 
you the school year has ended. You may be getting out little by little, or you may still be 
sheltering at home. As you find your summer groove, we are committed to helping you 
and your children stay engaged with reading and learning activities throughout the 
summer weeks. 
  
This week we are exploring Incredible Insects! 
Each day we offer a different activity and provide you with tips to extend the learning. 
  

● Reading Monday: Read The Mysterious Neighbor 
Use the Take and Teach Lesson Key Ideas and Details pages to walk your child 
through the text. 
You may also have your child reread the text on other days this week and guide 
them with the Character, Author’s Craft, or Respond & Extend pages. 

  
● Media Tuesday: Watch Zoom In 

Extend the fun by having your child choose a spot in or near your own home to 
observe. What do they see? 
You might want to have them create their own video to show their observations.  
  

● Writing Wednesday: Write a New Ending 
Extend the activity by having your child design a new book cover. Have them 
include insects as part of the cover art.  
More to Read!: We provide another title to extend reading on the topic. 
  

● Research Thursday: More About Insects 
Extend the activity by having your child create a presentation of their findings.  
  

● Project Friday: Use Symmetry 
Extend the activity by doing it again with another bug shape.  
  

  
Have a great week of reading and learning! 





Loretta West
Illustrated by Jeremy Tugeau


TEXT COMPLEXITY


READING LEVEL L   OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex


TEXT X-RAY


KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE


• Lily is excited to meet her 


new neighbors and make a 


new friend.


• Lily’s new neighbor, Ana, 


seems to keep changing her 


mind about what she likes 


to do.


• Lily is confused and tries to 


figure out why Ana seems 


different on different days.


• At her birthday barbecue, Lily 


solves the mystery: Ana has an 


identical twin named Ali.


Key Vocabulary


wondering (p. 2)


imagining (p. 3)


discover (p. 6)


beetle (p. 7)


ancient (p. 8)


mystery (p. 10)


glanced (p. 10)


motioning (p. 15)


surprise (p. 16)


curiosity (p. 23)


Idiomatic Expressions


as usual (p. 3)


changing her mind (p. 18)


see what I mean (p. 21)


around the corner (p. 24)


Identical twins occur in about 


1 in 250 births. Identical twins 


have the same genes and are 


the same gender. However, they 


don’t usually look exactly the 


same. Often they are different 


in small ways, including having 


different fingerprints. Identical 


twins also can look different at 


birth but look more alike as they 


grow older.
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GENRE Mystery


WHY THIS TEXT?


In this story, Lily confronts a mystery about her new neighbor. The story centers 


on characters, both Lily and that of a girl who seems to keep changing her mind. 


The author creates surprise and suspense, leaves hidden clues to the answer, and 


explores feelings about making new friends.


VOCABULARY NETWORK


Words About Mysteries curiosity (n.), discover (v.), surprise (n.)


The Mysterious Neighbor


INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 


Options for Teacher-Led Sessions


❍  Key Ideas & Details ............................2


❍  Character ..........................................4


❍  Author’s Craft ....................................6


❍  Respond & Extend .............................8


Online Printables


Vocabulary Network 
Organizer


Comprehension Quiz


Tabletop Minilessons: Reading


Character


Author’s Craft
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The Mysterious Neighbor 1







GUIDE INSTRUCTION 


Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.


GENERATE INTEREST 


• Why might having new neighbors be exciting? 


• Have you ever tried to solve a mystery? What might 


make it difficult? 


BUILD VOCABULARY 


Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 


vocabulary and explore language connections.


• curiosity (n.), discover (v.), surprise (n.)


Key Ideas & Details


Why doesn’t Lily want her neighbors to come to her 


birthday barbecue? (She is confused by Ana’s behavior and 


feels as if she doesn’t really know her.)


Guide Have students use details in the illustration on page 


13 to explain how Lily feels. Help them make connections 


between what Lily tells her mom and why she feels 


uncomfortable around Ana.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Lily told her mom about the way Ana was acting.


• I don’t think that’s a good idea


• Unless we know them very well, we shouldn’t invite 


people to come to our house.


10–13


6–9


What happens when Lily first meets Ana? (Lily and Ana 


discover that they like a lot of the same things, including bugs.) 


What happens when Lily shows a beetle to Ana? (Ana 


screams and runs away.)


Create a Visual Explain that mystery stories involve events 


that are not easily explained. Usually, one character tries 


to figure out what is really happening. Start a list of Ana’s 


contradictory actions. Use the list to spark discussion about 


why Lily is confused.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Ana liked a lot of the same things that Lily liked: 


reading mysteries, eating kiwi ice cream, and learning 


about bugs.


• her neighbor screamed as she ran away


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■   Ana and Lily both like ________.
  ■  ■   Ana runs away because ________. 
  ■  When Ana sees the bug, she ________. 


2–5


What is Lily wondering? (what the new neighbors will be like; 


if they will be friendly)


Discuss Talk with students about how Lily feels about having 


new neighbors. Which of her questions seem fairly common? 


Which seem a little crazy? 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• wondering what the new neighbors might be like


• “Will they be friendly?” she wondered.


English Learner Support


Use the base word wonder to develop meaning for 
wondered and wondering.
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


18–21


TEXT EVIDENCE


• I really don’t like gardening


• Why does she have to keep changing her mind?


Why is Lily surprised to find packages of seeds 


by the door? (Earlier, Ana told Lily that she does not 


like gardening.)


Create a Visual Update the list of Ana’s confusing 


behaviors to include all the contradictions upto this 


point in the story. Why do you think Ana keeps changing 


her mind?


22–24


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Ali . . . Ana, I have twin neighbors!


• I have two new friends


English Learner Support


Spanish cognate: misterio (mystery)


How is the mystery solved? (Lily finds out that Ana has a 


twin sister, Ali.)


Create a Visual Enter details from the list of 


contradictory behaviors in a Venn diagram to show how 


Ana and Ali are alike and how they are different. Have 


students suggest other ways the twins are different and 


alike. Talk about how each girl will likely have a different 


type of friendship with Lily.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Ana didn’t want to play


• “How could Ana have gotten here so fast?” Lily 


thought . . . in surprise.


• “Are you sure you like fireflies?” she asked Ana.


English Learner Support


Compound words: outside, bedroom, fireflies, 
upstairs, inside


14–17


Why is Lily surprised when Ana knocks on her door? 


(Lily is surprised that Ana has gotten from her house to Lily’s 


front door so fast. She is also surprised because Ana didn’t 


want to play just a minute ago.)


Reread Explain that mystery writers give readers clues. 


Have students reread the section looking for anything 


odd or unexplained and think about what the author 


might be hinting at. 
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Character


6–7


What are some things that Lily and Ana both like to 


do? (read, eat ice cream, learn about bugs)


Reread Have students read aloud details from the text 


that tell what Lily and Ana like to do. Discuss whether the 


two girls are likely to become friends.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Lily was happy to discover that Ana liked a lot of the 


same things that Lily liked: reading mysteries, eating 


kiwi ice cream, and learning about bugs.


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■   Act out a thing that Lily and Ana like to do.
  ■  ■   Lily and Ana both like to ________. 
  ■  Describe what Lily and Ana both like to do.


10–13


How is Lily’s reaction to Ana’s behavior different 


from her mom’s reaction to the neighbors? (Lily thinks 


something is wrong. Her mom thinks Lily is imagining things. 


Mom wants to get to know the family.)


Create a Visual Make a T-chart to compare how Lily 


and her mom react. Talk about the details in the text and 


illustrations that show the feelings of each character. 


Use the chart to point out that the characters have very 


different reactions to their neighbors. 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “Something’s not right!” Lily thought.


• “Lily, it’s just your imagination,” said her mom.


• “This will give us a perfect chance to get to know the 


family better,” Lily’s mom replied.


English Learner Support


Build on students’ understanding of imagine to 
understand imagination in the text.


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Use the prompts below to guide students through the text. For additional support, refer to the relevant Tabletop 


Minilesson.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Lily was watching all the activity next door . . . 


wondering what the new neighbors might be like


• Lily was imagining all kinds of things


English Learner Support


Use simple words and actions to define imagine. 


Then add to the meaning to help students 


understand imagining in the text.


2–3


What do you learn about Lily at the beginning of the 


story? (She is curious and interested in other people. She 


imagines some wild possibilities.)


Guide Explain that authors use what a character says, 


thinks, and does to show what the character is like. Draw 


attention to the questions Lily asks, prompting students 


to suggest what each one reveals about her.


INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION


• How do authors reveal what a character is like?
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


14–17


How do Lily’s feelings change while she is playing 


with the fireflies? (First, she is sad because Ana doesn’t 


want to join her. Then Lily is happy because Ana comes over 


to play.)


Discuss Ask students what they learned about Lily in 


this section of the story. Talk about what she says and 


does, and what those things show about her.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• saddened that Ana didn’t want to play


• they were having such a great time


English Learner Support
 Use role-play and details in the illustrations to 
demonstrate the difference in Lily’s reactions.


18–20


What do you learn about Lily after reading the 


conversation she has with her mother? (Lily is still 


trying to solve the mystery about Ana. She is curious 


and persistent.)


Guide Invite students to support their ideas about what 


Lily is like using details from the text. You may wish to 


provide a sentence frame. When Lily ________, it shows 


that she is ________. 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Why does she . . . keep changing her mind?


• I was trying to figure out why Ana keeps changing 


her mind.


English Learner Support
 Idiom: changing her mind
 ■  ■  ■   Lily says that Ana keeps ________.
  ■  ■   Lily is trying to ________. Her mother thinks 


that ________. 
  ■  Tell how Lily feels and how her mother feels. 


22–24


What does Lily find out that solves the mystery? 


(There are actually two girls who are identical twins.) How 


are the twins different? (Ali likes to garden and doesn’t 


like bugs. Ana is the one who likes bugs like Lily does.)


Create a Visual Work with students to place details 


about how the twins are different and alike into a Venn 


diagram. Have students review the text and illustrations 


on pages 22–24 and recall events from earlier in the story 


to complete the diagram.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Since we both like to work in the garden


• Since Ali was planning to give you the plant that she 


grew, I decided to paint this butterfly for you.


• Ali . . . Ana, I have twin neighbors!
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GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Use the prompts below to guide students through the text. For additional support, refer to the relevant Tabletop 


Minilesson.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “Will they be friendly?” she wondered. “Are they 


a family of secret spies or will they do science 


experiments in their backyard?”


2–3


How does the author use Lily’s imagination to grab 


readers’ interest? (Lily asks herself questions about her 


neighbors. She imagines pretty unusual things about them.)


Discuss Talk about how Lily’s questions might influence 


readers’ predictions about the new neighbors.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Lily was happy . . . liked a lot of the same things


• and they both began to giggle


6–7


How does Lily feel about her first meeting with 


the new neighbor girl? (She is happy and excited that 


they have similar interests.) What mood does this first 


meeting create? (a happy, excited mood)


Create a Visual Tell students that the mood of a story 


is how it makes the reader feel. Authors use events and 


characters’ words to create a mood. Draw a T-chart 


labeled Mood and Details. Record the current mood and 


the events or words that help create it in the chart.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “Yuck! Get that thing away from me!” her neighbor 


screamed as she ran away.


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■   The mood changes because Ana ________.
  ■  ■   The mood becomes ________ because  


Ana ________.
  ■   What does Ana do? How does it change 


the mood?


8–9


How does the mood of the story change when Lily 


sees Ana the next time? (The mood becomes tense 


because Ana doesn’t act like Lily expects her to.)


Guide Help students see that the mood of the story 


changes because of how Ana reacts. Have them point 


out words, such as yuck and screamed, that change 


the mood. Record the new mood and details that help 


create it in the T-chart.


Author’s Craft


INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION


• How does the author create different moods in the story?
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “Something’s not right!” Lily thought. “I have to figure 


out this mystery!”


• “Lily, it’s just your imagination,” said her mom.


11–12


Which details help to create a feeling of suspense? 


(When Lily waves, the other girl waves but doesn’t seem 


friendly. Lily’s mom tells Lily she is just imagining that 


something is wrong.)


Reread Explain that mysteries usually include moods 


of suspense and surprise. Ask students to identify the 


sentences that include details that create suspense. 


Have them read the sentences aloud with appropriate 


expression.  


TEXT EVIDENCE


• I’m going to solve this mystery at my party tomorrow!


English Learner Support


Idiom: see what I mean 


20–21


How does the last sentence on page 21 create 


a sense of purpose? (It shows Lily wants to solve 


the mystery. The exclamation mark shows that she is 


determined.)


Reread Ask volunteers to reread the sentence, using 


expression that contributes to a feeling of resolve and 


determination.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• I have finally solved the mystery! I have two new 


friends, and that is a wonderful birthday present.


22–24


What is the mood at the end of the story? (Lily was 


excited and curious at the beginning of the story. She is also 


excited, and probably relieved, at the end of the story.)


Create a Visual With students, add to the T-chart 


to show how the mood changed throughout the 


story. Discuss how mood changes add interest to a 


mystery story.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “How could Ana have gotten here so fast?” 


Lily thought


English Learner Support


Explain that thought is the past tense of the verb 
think. In this context, the author tells what the 
character is thinking, not something she says 
out loud. 


14–17


How do Lily’s thoughts continue the mysterious 


mood of the story? (They add another mystery: how Ana 


got to Lily’s house from upstairs in her house so quickly.)


Guide Tell students that authors plant hidden clues 


about the solution to a mystery in their stories. Discuss 


what this mysterious event could possibly be hinting at.
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1741222


GENERATE INTEREST


• Have you ever felt confused by a friend? What did you do?


• How might you show you want to be friends with someone?


GUIDE INSTRUCTION 


Explain that students will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 


and support one or more of the activities below.


Vocabulary & Language


Action Words that  


End in -ing


• The story starts out 


with Lily “watching” 


and “wondering.”


• Find other action words 


that end in -ing. Make a list.


• Add other action words 


that end in -ing.


• Post the list as a reminder 


to use a variety of action 


words in your own writing.


Hands-On Activity


Imagine a Twin


• Use books or the Internet 


to learn how twins can be 


the same and different.


• Based on what you learn, 


imagine what your twin 


might look like.


• Draw a picture of your 


twin, including his or 


her name.


• Label your drawing to 


show how your twin is like 


you and different from you.


Response Writing 


1. Write a party invitation 


from Ali and Ana to Lily for the 


twins’ birthday. Think about 


what each girl might want to 


do for her birthday based on 


their personalities.


2. Write a new ending. 


Think of a different way that 


Lily might have solved the 


mystery. Write a new ending 


for the story. 


Research Connection


More About Insects


• Find out more about 


insects. Use library books 


or the Internet.


• Draw a picture of an insect 


that interests you. Label 


parts of the insect.


• Write a brief description.


Project


Create a Book Cover


• Think of a title for a 


mystery story. Make sure 


that the title will catch 


readers’ attention.


• Draw an illustration for the 


cover. Include at least one 


character and the setting.


Respond & Extend
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